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Conventionally we collect electron and up/down-quarks (u, d)⊕(νe, e) to form unified generations,
and collect the left-handed and the right-handed fermions of the same flavors (νe, e) ⊕ e¯. We
can alternatively have a contorted multiplet, made by pairing different quarks and leptons, like
(u, d)⊕(νµ, µ) or (u, d)⊕(ντ , τ ), and/or between different left and right handed fermions to (νe, e)⊕µ¯,
etc. These can suppress proton decay, due to its high flavor dependence, while having the correct
fermion masses.
Unification of apparently different forces of Nature
into a simpler one has driven the history of physics.
With the unification of weak and the electromagnetic
forces, the establishment of the Standard Model of par-
ticle physics (SM) is based on the gauge theory of the
strong and the electroweak interactions described by the
group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y . A further unification
was considered and resulted in Grand Unified Theory
(GUT) [1–3], possibly with the aid of the supersymme-
try (SUSY), which have been the best hint for the pos-
sible single nature of strong and electroweak forces. Be-
ing gauge interaction, extending the gauge groups into a
(semi-)simple embracing group naturally describes a uni-
fied force. For the size of unification scale, the running of
gauge coupling is the most important hint on the gauge
sector [4]. Besides the Grand Unification scheme at the
field theory level, every known top-down approach, for
instance string theory, has the same structure of a larger
simple group and larger representations [5]. Thus the em-
beddability of quantum numbers are quite compelling.
Consequently the transforming matters are also uni-
fied to yield larger one(s). Thus the extension fixes rela-
tive identities between the quark and the lepton families.
Upon forming unified multiplets, conventionally the fol-
lowing is assumed:
1. Quarks (color triplets) and leptons (color singlets)
form the same unified generations according to in-
creasing order of masses.
2. Left-handed (weak doublet) and right-handed
(weak singlet) fermions of the same flavor form the
same unified generations.
Although conventional, there is no a priori reason to fol-
low these assumptions. By relaxing the first assumption
we can consider(
νe
e
)
⊕
(
u
d
)
→
(
νµ
µ
)
⊕
(
u
d
)
or
(
ντ
τ
)
⊕
(
u
d
)
, (1)
and so on. For example, in one ‘contorted’ version of
SU(5) model may contain 5 = (d¯i, ντ , τ)[24]. By relaxing
the second assumption we can have
(
νe
e
)
⊕ e¯→
(
νe
e
)
⊕ µ¯, (2)
and so on. In an extreme case, one unified generation
can mix all the quarks and leptons 5 = (d¯i, νµ, τ),10 =
( cisi , t¯i, e¯), for instance. No physical principle restricted
such pairing, such as anomaly cancellation, showing each
generation is completely closed even if we consider differ-
ent pairing. For a formation as in (1), we will see that
the mass hierarchy can be a guideline.
FLAVOR STRUCTURE
After electroweak symmetry breaking, we diagonalize
the flavor eigenstates to the mass eigenstates
ψF → U
†
FψF , ψ¯F →WF ψ¯F ,
YF → Y
diag
F = UFYFW
†
F , F = U,D,N,E,
(3)
with obvious notations [25]. In SM, we define the electron
as the lightest charged lepton, thus its flavor and mass
eigenstates are identical. At the same time we indepen-
dently define the up quark as the lightest quark, because
it is not connected to leptons by any interactions. One
may have equal right to define the muon as the lightest
lepton, in SM this is just renaming. However in GUT, the
quarks and leptons are related, for instance e is related
to u, u¯ in 10 of SU(5). Once we define the electron by
fixing e and e¯ in the entire multiplets 10,5, the up-type
quarks follow from the relative mass eigenstates u′, u¯′ by
u =WLU
†
Uu
′, u¯ = U †LWU u¯
′, with respect to e¯, (4)
to form the flavor multiplet. Therefore defining the muon
as the lightest lepton modifies the identity of the up
quark as the lightest, since the new definition is now dis-
tinguished. Thus in general, even the flavor eigenstates
of up-type quarks are not guaranteed to be mass eigen-
states. Also it means that we can distinguish contorted
flavors, as in (1) and (2). On the other hand, this infor-
mation is not relevant in the low energy physics, since
there is no interaction connecting like (4) in SM. Even if
a low level theory predicts the lighter mass for the muon
than the electron belonging to ( u
i
di
u¯ e¯), misidentification
of the lightest as electron does not change SM.
After fixing the electron, the relative fermions in SU(5)
are completely connected by the relative basis change ma-
trices (RBCMs), among them are CKM matrix VUD ≡
2U †UUD [7] and PMNS matrix VEN ≡ U
†
EUN [8], up to
renormalization effects. For example, the emission of
Y 1/3 boson from down quark to conjugate-up quark ac-
companies the RBCM Vdu¯ ≡ (U
†
DWU )du¯, which is to be
distinguished from the CKM element Vdu ≡ (U
†
DUU )du.
In the minimal SU(5), we have two Yukawa cou-
plings YU = Y
T
U and YD = Y
T
E diagonalized by four
matrices UU ,WU , UD = UE ,WD = WE . We can fix
UU = VUD = VCKM and WU = V
T
CKMP
T , where P
is a diagonal SU(3) matrix. Thus, besides known quark
and lepton masses and CKM matrix, we have two new
phases [6]. Since SO(10) GUT completely relates all the
fields in SM, we can in principle completely observe the
Yukawa coupling itself, from interactions in GUT. This
means, it is not possible to arbitrarily align the flavor
and the mass eigenstates.
CONTORTED FLAVORS
In the minimal SU(5), the RBCM between down-type
quarks and conjugate leptons is VDE¯ = U
†
DWE = 1,
without loss of generality. It means that, for example
by charged X4/3 boson exchange, d always transits to
e¯, Vde¯ = 1, but there is no transition between d and µ¯,
Vdµ¯ = 0. It is because there is no difference in mass
diagonalization between down-type quarks and leptons
UE = UD,WE =WD.
However the minimal models lead to bad mass rela-
tions me/mµ = md/ms, which is renormalization group
invariant. One should introduce more Higgs fields and
as many complex Yukawa matrices. Usual fermion tex-
tures in non-minimal GUT imply similar RBCMs be-
tween quarks and leptons, with slightly modified diag-
onality, but in general there emerges many new phases.
To correct the relations, the main paradigm after Ref.
[15] has been to introduce 45 and and higher dimen-
sional Higgses. For illustration, we adopt the most
general renormalizable Yukawa coupling including 45:
10·10·5H+10·5 ·5H+10·5·45H , where the coefficients
are in general complex matrices in the flavor basis. With
some assumptions on the form of Yukawa couplings and
VEV, we can have the following form of mass matrices
for isospin −1/2 fermions
Md =

l −m a 0a k + c 0
0 0 b

 , Ml =

l + 3m a 0a k − 3c 0
0 0 b

 ,
(5)
which is also a typical texture from ‘minimal renormal-
izable’ SO(10), making use of 10 and 126 Higgses [16].
The elements in the same letters come from the same
VEVs of 5¯ and 45, with some Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients. If we take l ∼ m ∼ k ∼ 0, in the param-
eter range |a| ≪ |c| ≪ |b|, we have mass relations
md ≃ 3me,ms ≃ mµ/3,mb ≃ mτ after diagonalization
[15]. However in the parameter range |l −m| ≪ |c + k|
and |k−3c| ≪ |l+3m|, with small a and large b as before,
we have inverted lepton mass hierarchy with respect to
quarks.
md < ms < mb, ‘mµ’ < ‘me’ < mτ . (6)
However we note that, although lepton mass hierarchy
is inverted, still we identify the electron as the lightest
charged lepton in SM. Therefore it will be more appro-
priate to collect the multiplet as (u, d)⊕µ and (c, s)⊕ e.
If the parameters are aligned to fit the observed fermion
masses a2/(l+3m) ≃ 0.5 MeV/c2, l+3m ≃ 106 MeV/c2
(neglecting renormalization corrections), we cannot see
the change in SM.
Of course, this has distinguished consequences in GUT,
in particular proton decay that we see shortly. Because
we have inverted hierarchy of the charged leptons, we
have mostly off-diagonal UE and WE with respect to the
one with normal hierarchy,
UE → UET12, WE → WET12, Y
diag
E → T12Y
diag
E T
†
12,
T12 =

0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1

 ∈ S3 ⊂ SO(3).
(7)
Now there is no transition between d and e¯, Vde¯ ∼ 0 by
X4/3 boson exchange, but there is one between d and
µ¯, Vdµ¯ ∼ 1. In more general contortions, T can be any
element of permutation symmetry of order 3, S3, which
is a discrete subgroup of SO(3).
In string compactifications, gauge bosons and matter
fermions have similar embedding as GUT [5, 17]. How-
ever we do not break them by Higgs mechanism, but
by projection conditions associated with symmetries of
internal manifold, just leaving footprints of unified mul-
tiplets. The fermion mass hierarchy is determined by
geometry [18], from distributions of fields in the internal
spaces. Thus we can have large suppression for down-
type quarks while having small suppression for leptons
in the same multiplet and vice versa. Thus the contor-
tion naturally arises in string theory.
Because of symmetric Yukawa coupling, we cannot
contort u sector with respect to u¯ in SU(5). Also u
and d sectors are related by CKM matrix, so we have
a similar hierarchy between up and down type quarks.
We can further generalize the idea, as in (2), by ex-
changing only the right-handed fermions between differ-
ent generations,
(
νe
e
)
⊕
(
u
d
)
⊕ µ¯ and
(
νµ
µ
)
⊕
(
u
d
)
⊕ e¯,
or
(
u
d
)
⊕ t¯⊕ d¯ and
(
t
b
)
⊕ u¯⊕ b¯. Then we have more free-
dom for quark and lepton masses. In particular in SU(5),
highly asymmetric texture is possible, thus the ‘minimal’
SU(5) can be different. For example if we exchange u¯
3and c¯ to form a contorted family, the original symmetry
constraint from 10i · 10j on Yuc¯ = Ycu¯ becomes
Yuu¯ = Ycc¯. (8)
PROTON DECAY BY DIMENSION SIX
OPERATORS
For the association of quark and lepton generations,
the only direct experiment have been the proton decay
[9]. First we consider the effect of dimension six opera-
tors. The typical proton decay amplitude is p → e+pi0
mediated by X,Y bosons [10],
Γ =α2
mp
64pif2pi
(1 +D + F )2
(
g25AR
M2GUT
)2
×
(
|Vuu¯V
∗
ed¯|
2 + |Vuu¯V
∗
de¯ + Vdu¯V
∗
ue¯|
2
)
.
(9)
Here α is the low energy contribution from hadronic
matrix element, can be calculated by lattice QCD [14].
mp, fpi, g5, AR are respectively the proton mass, the pion
decay constant, the unified gauge coupling, the renor-
malization factor. D ≃ 0.76 and F ≃ 0.48 are interaction
strength between baryons and mesons obtained from chi-
ral perturbation theory. Neglecting the last factor, the
partial lifetime for SUSY case is
τ/B = Γ−1 ≃ 8× 1034 years ×(
0.015GeV3
α
)2(
MGUT
1016GeV
)4
× (flavor factor).
(10)
The gauge boson mass is guided by running gauge cou-
pling: MGUT ∼ 10
15 GeV for non-SUSY and MGUT ≃
3× 1016 GeV for SUSY cases [13]. Considering a typical
decay channel like p → e+pi0, we have the partial mean
lifetime, in non-SUSY case τ/B ∼ 1031-35 years, depend-
ing on extensions. The observed bound for the proton
lifetime is τ/B > 5× 1033 years [13].
The last factor contains RBCMs,
which are respectively the components of
U †UWU , (U
†
EWD)
†, U †UWU , (U
†
DWE)
†, U †DWU , (U
†
UWE)
†,
all of which lie outside CKM and PMNS. The amplitude
is highly flavor dependent [6, 11]. In the minimal
SU(5), all the elements are set to identity as above,
except VUU¯ = PCKMP, VDU¯ = V
T
CKMP
T , VUE¯ =
V TCKMP
TVCKM , so the flavor factor is nearly 5. The
flipped SU(5) [12] contains only the first term in the
last factor [19].
If we contort the first two generations as in (7), then we
have VQL¯ ≃ T with Vu,de¯ ∼ 0, Vu,dµ¯ ∼ 1. Thus the tran-
sition from quark to lepton is dominated by off-diagonal
elements. Eventually the proton decay is dominated by
muon. Consequently from (9) there can be no p→ e+pi0,
but opens proton decay channels to other leptons, like
p→ µ+pi0, (11)
with the same lifetime as the original case. The bound
for this process is τ/B > 3.7× 1033 years, is almost same
order of magnitude to proton decay into positron. Thus
large off-diagonal RBCM element does not help much.
There have been only water (e.g. Super-Kamiokande)
and earthly metal (e.g. iron in Soudan II) based ex-
periments, thus are able to identify decay from protons
and neutrons, consisting of up and down quarks as ini-
tial states. So if the electron is connected with other
quarks than u, d, we cannot observe the decay from other
sources.
The pairing (u, d)⊕ τ is achieved if we invert the first
and the third generation leptons. The outgoing state
would be ud → τ+u¯, instead of ud → e+u¯. In this case
the proton cannot decay into tauon, since it is heavier
(mτ = 1777 MeV/c
2) than proton (mp = 938 MeV/c
2).
Thus if the tauon component of the mixing is high, we
will lose decay information for p → e+pi0. However still
there are decay channels
p→ ν¯pi+ τ/B > 2.5× 1031 years, (12)
n→ ν¯pi0 τ/B > 1.1× 1032 years, (13)
where we cannot distinguish the flavor of neutrino, since
we only seek missing energy. Notably this decay does not
exist in the flipped SU(5).
In some model, with contortion like (2), we can sup-
press some nucleon decay by dimension six operators,
however it is very hard to overcome the constraint from
(12) and (13). It is because, exchanging right-handed
quarks and leptons, there is always a pair u⊕e in almost
all known unification models. Thus a nucleon decay into
neutrino is very important verification of all kind of GUT
interactions [20].
We may make theory with just simple exchange e↔ µ
to have a generation (u, d) ⊕ µ, without mass inversion.
Then we can easily see that, since the RBCM does not
change VE =WE = 1, so that proton always decays into
the lightest lepton, whatever name it has. Thus we have
no change.
PROTON DECAY BY DIMENSION FIVE
OPERATORS
Although the dimension six operators are not so
harmful in SUSY GUT, there are relevant dimension
five operators from integrating out the triplet Higgs
pair, known as L4 and R4: cijkl5L QiQjQkLl/(2MT ) +
cijkl5R u¯id¯j u¯ke¯l/MT , where
cijkl5L = (Y
diag
D )
km(VQL)
l
m(Y
diag
U )
in(V †QQ)
j
n, (14)
cijkl5R = (Y
diag
D )
mj(VD¯U¯ )
i
m(Y
diag
U )
nl(V †
U¯ E¯
)kn, (15)
at the unification scale. Here MT is the triplet Higgs
mass, obtained by unification condition. Because of
4PSfrag replacements
u¯
d¯
Y
diag
d Vd¯u¯
T
Y diagτ Vντ τ
Y
diag
t,c Vt,cs
MTY
diag
t V
∗
t¯,c¯τ¯
µ
ντ
s
˜¯τ
˜¯t, ˜¯c
FIG. 1: The most dominant dimension five proton decay op-
erators of RRRR type in SUSY SU(5) GUT.
SU(3)C×SU(2)R contractions, c5L vanishes if the family
indices satisfy i = j = k and c5R vanishes if i = k. Con-
sidering all the contribution, the dominant decay chan-
nels are p→ ν¯µK
+ for L4, a ‘box’ diagram dressed with
wino loop, and p → ν¯τK
+ for R4 with Higgsino loop,
depicted in Fig. 1. The latter has amplitude
A = [Aτ (t˜L) +Aτ (c˜L)]L4 + [Aτ (t˜R) +Aτ (c˜R)]R4 , (16)
where
Aτ (c˜L) ≃ c
1123
5L g
2
2M2/(MTm
2
f˜
), (17)
Aτ (t˜L) ≃ c
1133
5L g
2
2M2/(MTm
2
f˜
), (18)
Aτ (c˜R) ≃ c
1123
5R YτV
∗
ντYcVcsµ/(MTm
2
f˜
), (19)
Aτ (t˜R) ≃ c
1133
5R YτV
∗
ντYtVtsµ/(MTm
2
f˜
), (20)
where g2,M2 and µ are weak coupling, wino mass and
mu parameter, respectively. The experimental bound is
τ/B > 6.7×1032 years, which is blind to neutrino species,
so it includes all the species.
In the minimal SU(5), Vql and Vu¯e¯ contain the same
phase matrix P which belongs to a diagonal SU(3). It
is well known that the L4 operators can be suppressed
by destructive interference between two amplitudes me-
diated by scharm c˜L and stop t˜L, adjusting phases φ23 ≡
−i log(P22/P33) ≃ 160
◦ [21]. Also it is calculated that the
R4 operators for the tau neutrino decay contributes much
larger, enhanced by tau and top Yukawa couplings and
the mu parameter [22]. There the term (19) with right-
scharm loop was neglected, due to Yukawa suppression
by (Yc/Yt)
2 in the amplitude. In fact the suppression
power is closer to 1, since we have additional CKM fac-
tors to have YtVts ∼ YcVcs. In the minimal SU(5), both
c1123R and c
1133
R have the same phase P11.
We note that in the minimal SU(5) it is implicitly used
that Vt¯τ¯ ≃ 1. In a contorted model, if it became small,
the stop exchange amplitude could be comparable to that
with scharm loop. This can be done by exchanging tauon
with muon or electron, as in (1), because we then have
Wl ≃ T where T is now mostly off-diagonal in (23), or
(13) components, as in (7). Considering the former case
T = T23, from Vu¯l¯ = V
T
CKMT23P we have Vt¯τ¯ ≃ Vcb =
0.04, Vc¯τ¯ ≃ Vtb ≃ 1 so that
Y 2t V
∗
t¯τ¯Vts ∼ Y
2
c V
∗
c¯τ¯Vcs. (21)
Then an additional phase in the RBCM Vu¯l¯ would help
to cancel R4 part. Besides this effect, a contortion on the
lepton sector does not affect other vertices of the proton
decay operator, except the common part Vνττ . In fact
this part quite insensitive to our contortion because of
large mixing of PMNS matrix. In the latter case T = T13,
we have Vt¯τ¯ ≃ Vub = 0.004 and Vc¯τ¯ ≃ Vcb = 0.04 thus
the stop and scharm loop contributions are smaller and
comparable. In any case there must be enhancement in
operators including the electron or the muon, since now
either Vt¯e¯ ∼ 1 or Vt¯µ¯ ∼ 1. Thus we cannot suppress
all the R4 operator contribution simultaneously. In the
case of twisting between electron and tauon, with the
dominant channel p → ν¯eK
+, we can enhance the pro-
ton lifetime by the factor (Yτme˜/Yemτ˜ )
2 with respect
to (20). This restores minimum peak of the p → ν¯τK
+
back to φ23 ≃ 160
◦, while pushing p → ν¯eK
+ to higher
φ23. There are no sizable enhancements in the other box
diagrams due to small Yukawa couplings Y diage or Y
diag
u .
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